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I. INTRODUCTION 

The subject of this Report is voter registration 

in and :for the electoral process. Voter registration is 

the process of electing Members of the Legislative Assembly 

of Manitoba by which electors are identified and recorded 

as bein9 entitled to vote in provincial elections. This 

subject is comprehended by the broad terms o f reference 

prescrib ed for the Commission by the At torney-General, that 

is, in p art: 

I would apprecia te the Law Reform Commission 
examining the Manitoba Elections Act with a view 
to making reform of the provisions therein 
respecting the holding of elections in Manitoba . 

. . . reqardless of what generalized review might 
be made, but I think it would be v ery heloful 
if a thorough review was made of the tech~ique 
of the holding of elections. 

One observation that has been made that ought 
to be considered would be the possible imple
mentation of a policy whereby there would be in 
effect a perpetual voters' list, similar to 
that which applies in England, which among other 
things provides for abbreviated election timing. 

Regarding the last quoted passage of the terms of 

reference, as expressed, one notes at least two ingredients 

to which this Commission had to address its study and recom

mendations. One is the notion of a perpetual voters' list; 

and the other is the matter of shortening the time in which 

elections are held. Both questions imported C(.lnsiderations 

of administrative efficiency and policy directions. 

The Commission is grateful to Mr. J.R. Reeves, 

Manitoba's Chief Electoral Officer, and to Mr. Andrue J. 
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Anstett, former Deputy Chief Electoral Officer, for their 

help in guiding us through the ma:ze of administrative orga

ni:zation a11d technical detail which go into the orchestration 

of an election in general ,and votl:!r registration in particular. 

We are pleased to acknowledge their indications of practical 

avE:!nues of common sense reform in this regard, for they are 

thE:! knowledgeable experts in our present system of voter 

req-istration, to say the least. 

Subsequent to our meetings with Messrs. Reeves and 

Anstett we issued a Working Paper in May 1977 entitled Vo ter 

Registration: The Alternatives To Enumeration setting out our 

tentative recommendations and seekincr comments and criticisms . 

We received very few responses and these were, on the whole, 

supportive. In August 1979 we retained Mr . Peter J.E. Cole, 

the former Senior Research Officer of the Commission, to 

assist us in the writing of this final Report as he had been 

heavily involved in research in this area during his years of 

service with the Commission. 

One of the hallmarks of modern populist democracies 

is their adoption of the principle of universal suffrage , 

that the right to vote should not be restricted by such 

qualifiers as the ownership of a certain amount of property 

or membership in an exclusive social caste. Nevertheless, 

eve,n with universal suffrage, not everyone can be given the 

rig·ht to vote. There are always such barriers as minority, 

citizenship, residence, mental capacity and because of these 

barriers it is necessary to screen voters to ensure that only 

those who qualify actually cast ba.llots on election day . 
·• 
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•rhe almost universal method of accomplishing this 

is through registration on some form of voters' list, a 

vari0usly laborious, costly and time-consuming process, 

depending on the method used. One of the principal goals 

of virtually everyone interested in the machinery of con

ducting elE:!ctions is to come up with a method of listing 

voters that will be simple, cheap, quick and accurate to 

a fraction of a percentage point. This oft-chased chimera 

can be realized in one or more of the listed qualities but 

not, it seems, in all, at least not to date . Since the 

right to vote is based on the p:::-esence of a voter's name 

in correct form on the list the question of accuracy must 

take priority although here as elsewhere the law of diminishing 

returns gives ample room for other consideirations to intrude. 

In Canada, and in Manitoba, the major complaint of our present 

system is that it stands in the way of a s:horter and thus 

cheaper campaign period. This is no slight matter to those 

directly irnvolved in the electoral contest nor , indeed, to 

those who must administer the cumbersome machinery of voter 

registration. And yet where the democratic participation of 

all 0ur citizens is at stake there must be more to tax our 

minds than simple considerations of efficiency and cost . 

Voter registration lies at the very heart of our democratic 

process andl like all other components of that process, the 

method by which registration is achieved must be measured 

in terms of' its contribution to the system as a whole. 

II. SYSTEMS OF VOTER REGISTRATION 

In his book, The Election Process in Canada, 

T.H. Qualter identifies the various methods of registration 
as follows: 
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1 ne registra
tion systems can be classified in several ways, with permutations possible 
among the different classification schemes. On,e can, for example, begin by 
cvn~idering the time at which }ists are prepared, and here there are two 
basic principles. A list ma;• be prepared only when an election has been 
called: a list which will apply solely to that election and which will be 
discarded as soon as the election is over. This. can be called a "temporary 
list," and it is the system which operates in federal and-most provincial 
e!~~tio:is in Canada. Or there may be a list which is prepared at some fixed 
intcr\'al of time, independently of whether or 1oot an election is to be held. 
Th~ ar.nual British Register of Electors is a typical example of such a 
system. One variation of this scheme requires that a new list be drawn up 
every few years and that in the interval between the preparation of lists, 
the one in force be kept up-to-date by a continuous process of additions. 
amendments, and deletions. Such a list, caJJed, obviously, a "continuous" 

list and the British type of periodic list are bolth varieties of a "permanent" 
lisL . 
~egisrration can also be looked at from the point of view of .the 
responsibility for compiling the list. Under one system the responsibility 
for preparing voters' lists is assumed by the sitate and various paid officers 
(temporary or permanent) go out and collect the names of every available 
voter. This is the procedure followed in thte enumeration of voters in 
Canada. Under another procedure the state provides facilities - registra
tion offices and officials - and leaves it to the initiative of the citizen to 
become a registered voter. This initiative may be a completely voluntary 
action in which it is entirely up to the individual to decide whether or not 
to register. This system is found in many of ·the American states. Finally. 
there may be, as in Australia aod New Zealand, a legal obligation on the 
citizen to register himself.63 

A third classification, which is particularly important where there are 
permanent lists prepared perhaps some time before an election, categorizes 
lists as "open" or "closed." An open system is one in which names c3n be 
added after the list 1s pnn~d or which permits people to vote, under certain 
specified circumstances, even though their names are not on the lists; while 
a closed list confines the right to vote to those formally registered as 
voters. 

From these three two-part classifications it is possible to deriv~ eight 
basic systems of voter registration, although it should be noted that in 
practice most actual registration laws will combine the elements of more 
than one system. 

There is, first of all, the periodic list, compilled by election officials, imd 
subject to constant updating until close to elec:t:on day. Secondly, there is 
a similarly compiled list, but one that is close:d off at a specified date so 
that no new names may be registered until the new list is prepared. The 
British permanent Register of Electors is of this type.H A third system is 
that in which there is a temporary list, prepa1rcd for a particular election 
by a set of state employees (including temporarily appointed enumerators), 

https://himself.63
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but which, after some specified period for revis:ion or correction, is closed 
so that only those listed may vote. This system applies at the federal level 
for urban polls. The fourth system, a variation of the third which applies to 
rural polls at federal elections, is the open list under which those eligible 
voters whose names are not on the list may still vote after the completion 
of certain formalities. The four remaining sys.terns are similar to those 
already described except that, in each case, the responsibility for adding a 
per;on's name to the list falls on the indh'idual voter. 1 

1. Enumeration 

The traditional method of compiling voters' lists in 

Canada is by door-to-door canvass conducted immediately after 

the issue of the writ of election . This is known as enume

ration and it is the method currently in use in Manitoba. 

Under "The Election Act", C.C.S.M. c. E30, once the writ is 

received by a returning officer, he must immediately subdivide 

his electoral division into as many polling subdivisions as 

he deems necessary and then appoint "a. competent and reliable 

person'" to be the enumerator in each pollina subdivision. 

In rurctl areas the enumerators may obtain the information 

for theiir lists from municipal or other voters' lists or 

from any available source, and only if necessary must they 

engage in a house-to-house c anvass. In urban subdivisions 

the enumerators must carry out a house-to-house canvass, 

and may supplement the information thus gathered by resort 

to such other sources as may be available. The lists must 

be completed, dated and signed by the enumerators at least 

ten days before nomination day, which in effect gives them a 

minimum of eleven days and, depending on the date set for the 

election, a maximum of twenty-six days, in which to do their 

work. At the last provincial election in 1977, they were 

given the minimum of eleven days. 

In addition to the general enumeration, if there 
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is an "extended treatment hospital" in a particular electoral 

division, a special enumeration is carried out in which the 

particulars of each patient eligible t,o vote are recorded 

on a separate card. The cards are the:n forwarded to the 

returning officers of the various electoral divisions in 

which the patients have their residenc,es and the names are 

entered on the voting lists of the appropriate polling sub

divisions. 

On the third and second days before nomination 

day, thei lists , as prepared by the enumerators, are subject 

t o r evision b y the addition , deletion o r alteration of 

voters ' names and particulars and any appeals from the 

decisions of the revising officers are disposed of as soon 

as possible after the close of the revision. The corrected 

lists a rc~ forwarded by the returning officers to the Deputy 

Returning Officers , on the second day before polling day , 

and these lists then constitute the final voters' lists 

for the purposes of the election. . Upon completion of the 

election the lists , unless otherwise directed by Cabinet, 

remain valid as preliminary lists for t wo years, and are 

then abaindoned as obsolete. 

The basic problem with t h e preparation of voters' 

lists in a parliamentary democracy is that the timing of 

elections is not a regular and foreseeable process . With 

a cabinet system of government,the executive is responsible 

to the legislative assembly and can only function if it 

has the approval and confidence of that assembly. A 

successful vote of no confidence is sufficient to topple 

the government and precipitate an election, perhaps within 

months or even weeks of the previous ele,ction. And although 

the maximum term of any legislative assembly in this province 
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toral is five years it is rare for a government not to seek a 
the renewal of its mandate by at least the fourth year of its 
d term d,n office. Thus there is no guarantee! that even a 

strong and stable government will last out the fullness 

of its potential term, and this uncertainty is deepened 
re by t~e fact that the calling of an elect:" on and the esta
ub- blishment of a specific date for polling day are matters 

solely within the prerogative of the governiment. If an 

election is in the air, the political pundits can usually 

detect its s;cent, and thereafter the news media will abound 
ect with their rumours and guesses . But until the government 

of the day actually makes its formal announcement, the 

election itself and the specific date of polling day ,,,1ill 
on remain matters of speculation only. 
ted 

ty Given the rapid obsolescence of un-mainta:..ned 

voters' lists, this means that little can be done to prepare 

for the elaborate task of identifying and accrediting 
e eligible voters. Consequently, when the election is called, 
., sufficient time must be allowed for the process of enume

ration, and this has the unavoidable effect of making for a 

long campaig·n period of anywhere from thirty-five to 

fifty days. The financial and physical burden of such a 
rs' lon~ lead time is the principal cause of the dissatisfaction 

so frequently expressed in recent times in regard to our 
h present elecitoral machinery. The effort to find a simpler , 
ble more rapidly available voters' list has become a central 

part of the drive for electoral reform, and while the basic 

ideas and suggestions put forward are not niew , their appeal 

has been enormously enhanced by the almost overnight 
in development of super-sophisticated computer:s and computer
ough fed data banks . 
vince 
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2. Permanent Lists 

The most noteworthy example of such a list among 

the Anglo-Saxon fami ly of countries: is to be found in the 

United Kingdom where an annual list: is prepared and used 

for all national and local elections which occur during 

that year. The list is maintained permanently and updated 

each year by a mail and door-to-door canvass. The names of 

newJ.y eligible voters are added and the names of those who 

haVE! died or changed residence are removed. The responsi

biltt'{ for maintaininq the list is p l aced on the existing 

local government authorities under the overall supervision 

of the Home Office in London. In ,each electoral district 

an electoral registration officer, usually the Town Clerk, 

is designated to attend to the revision of the voters ' lis~. 

He has a very wide discretion in the carrying out of his 

duties h aving a statutory responsibility to do all that is 

"reasonable" to maintain full registration. The Home Office 

issues general guidelines but these are advisory only, and 

it is up to each electoral registration officer to attend 

to the annual canvass as he sees fit, although it must be 

completed in time for the preliminary list to be published 

on November 28. 

Annually, the reg1strallon ot)icer in each electoral 
district in the United Kingdom sends by post to each 
householder a form showing the names of the elec
tors residing in that household whose na~es appear on 
the lists of electors of the electoratdistrlct'. The house
holder is then required by law to iaform the registra
tion officer by a fixed date, as follows: 

(i) if such electors still reside in that h~usehold; 
(ii) the names of the electors shown on the form 

who have ceased to resiide in that household; 
(iii) the name of any person now living in that house

hold who would be qu1alified as an elector but 
whose name does not appear on the form. 

Aft.::r that fixed date a reminder is sent by the regis
tration ofricer, setting a new deadline for those house
holders who have not complied with the law. Subsequent 
to the new deadline, follow-up canvassers are sent by 
the registration officer to obtain the information from 
the householders who have not replied. 
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The sending of a form by post is not do1ne for 
collective-type housing, such as institutions, hotds, or 
large lodging houses, for experience has shown that 
there are some difficulties inherent in mailing a form 
to unrelated people living in group quarters. In general 
they have to be treated as individuals rather than as 
members of households, and there is little hope of being 
certain that all residents of such quarters have, been 
contacted. In the case of institutions this is not a 
problem, in that adm:nistrative records of the insti
tution provide a check on the number of inmates. How
ever, the incapacity of some inmates of certain types of 
institutions makes self-enumeration by means of the 
mailing of a form impractical. In rooming hous,es, by 
contrast, the possibility of obtaining complete coverage 
by mail is very slim, since for this group the inac
curacies due to second-hand reporting must be wide
spread. Therefore, the practical method to obtaiin the 
required information is to send can\"assers to all such 
places al the outset. 

Once that annual review is completed, the prelimi
nary lists of electors arc printed, a period of revision 
takcs place during which names can be added to or 
removed from the preliminary lists, and then the print
ing of the Permanent Lists is completed. The Pernnancnt 
Lists come into force o'l February 16 for a period of 
one year and serve for all elections ordered during that 
period. Names of electors cannot be added or removed 
during that period. The process is repeated each year. 

Employing this method of registration the minimum 
time in which an election may be held is approximately 

three weeks.2 

It is estimated that at the end of the one year period the 

lists are, approximately 80-85% accurate . This compares with 

an estirnatted accuracy in Manitoba with the enumeration 

process of 92% or better. 

A "permanent" list is also employed in France 

where it is compulsory for a person qualified as an elector 

to register although failure to register is not described 
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as an offence in "The Election Act" nor is there a penalty 

provided. The annual period of revision, as in the United 

Kingdom, extends from November to February, and after the 

permanent list is closed on the last day of February, it 

remains in force until the last day of February of the 

following year, except for certain alterations expressly 

provided for in "The Election Act". These include, for example, 

civil servants and military personnel who are transferred 

or retire and electors omitted as a result of clerical error 

or misprint. 

When a citizen registers a.s a voter he is given 

a voter ' s card which must be presented on election day to 

establish his identity. In addition to information about 

the voter, the card indicates where he is to vote, and it 

is stamped each time the voter exercises his franchise. A 

new card is sent to each registered voter every three years . 

One other example of a permanent list is worthy 

of mention . In 1934 the Dominion Franchise Ac t (Canada) was 

enacted to provide for the establishment of a basic list of 

electors that year, followed by an annual revision each year 

thereafter between May 15 and July 1 during which registration 

was voluntary . Once the lists were printed they were to be 

used at all federal elections for a period of one year after 

July 1, and names of electors could not be added or removed 

until the next annual revision. The perManent lists were 

used for one election in 1935, and then quickly abandoned 

because of their inaccuracy. The Special Committee on the 

Elections and Franchise Act consider,ed the possibility of .... 
compulsory voting and compulsory registration but reported 

to the House of Commons, that 
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... it cannot recommend either to the favourable 
consideration of the Bouse. With regard to the 
former, it is of the opinion that it could not 
be enforced without continuous registration, a 
large staff of permanent officials, an annual 
house-to-house check-up of the names of the 
electors on the lists, and by other means, and 
your committee believes that the cost would be 
prohibitive under such circumstances. With regard 
to compulsory voting your committee has carefully 
considered the evidence submitted and, in view of 
the hiah percentage of electors who voted in Canada 
at the- last two general elections, and of the 
doubtful value of compelling unwilling electors 
to cast their votes, together with the probable 
additional cost, has concluded that it would be 
inadvisable to adopt that system in Canada at 
this time. 

Your com.mittee is unanimously of th13 opinion that 
the system of the annual revision o :f lists of 
electors, as provided in the Dominion Franchise 
Act, 1934 , has proved unsatisfactory. Experience 
has shown that the basic lists prepared in 1934 were 
almost obsolete within six months after they were 
completed, and that the annual revision held in the 
year 1935 was not adequate to remedy the situation. 
The conclusion arrived at is that the yearly revi
sion under the provisions of the Dominion Franchise 
Act, 1934, could not produce satisfactory results, 
and that only through voluntary efforts on the 
part of members of parliament, candidates and 
political organizations, involving great cost 
in time and money, could the lists of electors 
be brought up to date and thoroughly purged. 
Your committee is unanimously of the? opinion that 
it would be advisable to return to the system of 
preparation and revisio n of the lists of electors 
immediately after the issue of the writs of election, 
with closed lists in urban polls, and open lists in 
rural polls, as in 1930. 

Your committee recommends that the Dominion Franchise 
Act, 1934, be repealed, and the provisions relating ... to the preparation and revision of the lists of 
elect.ors be again embodied in the Dominion Elections 
Act,.3 

Although permanent lists can ef'fect a reduction in 

the length of time required between the issue of an election 
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writ and polling day,their accuracy as reflected in the 

percentage estimates of the Unit:ed Kingdom lists leaves 

mucih to be desired in comparison with the lists prepared in 

Man.itoba under the present enumteration procedure. Given 

the mobility of our population as compared with that of the 

United Kingdom, the disparity between the two methods, if 

employed in our province, would probably be even greater. 

3. Continuous Rolls 

Unlike the method of keeping " permanent" lists, 

the continuous roll allows for revision at any time although 

usually the list is "closed" at a fixed date before polling 

day. It is similar in effect to the enumeration method 

employed in Manitoba, but without the necessity of conducting 

an enumeration after the writ is issued . A continuous roll 

should ideally be in a constant state of readiness and with 

a degree of accuracy equi valent to the final lists prepared 

after enumeration in a system such as our own. In addition 

to doing away with the necessity for an enumeration after 

the writ is issued, a central, continuous roll allows for 

absEmtee and postal voting . The bctsic problem with a 

continuous roll is keeping the list: up to date, and the 

various methods employed are the chief distinguishing charac

teristics between the continuous rc,11s p resently i n use 

around the world. The principal distinction is between 

systems which rely on voluntary rec:;ristration, with the onus 

on either the state or the individual to ensure that qua

lified voters are registered, and those which rely on 

compulsory registration by qualifieid voters, with penalties 

for failure to comply, although it should be pointed out 

that: these divisions are by no means mutually exclusive. 
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(a) Voluntary registration 

,d in 'I'he most i mportant example of a purely voluntary 

,n registration system relying solely on voter initiative is 

' the provided by the United States. Under the Constitution 

if voter registration and voting are reserved to the States. 

,r. As a consequence, there is a bewildering variety of electoral 

laws and voter registratinn is commonly left up to the voters 

themselves and the political parti es which mount voter regis

tration drives . There is no enumeration such as we have in 

:s, Manitoba nor is there compulsory registration, such as in 

:hough France or Australia, with the result that the voters' lists 

.ling are far from complete. Apathy, oversight and ignorance 

ensure that at any one time a large proportion (approximately 

lucting one quarter) of the Amer ican electorate is disfranchised. 

roll Because in many States there is no on-going or continuous 

with revision of' the lh:ts, a voter who moves frequently could 

>ared be on several lists at once, a situation rife with the 

.tion possibility for f r aud . Be yond its relative economy in terms 

:er of state expenditure there is ver1• little to recommend this 

for system as a.n alternative to enumeration . 

e •rhe Province of British Columbia. provides a home

charac- grown example of a voluntary continuous roll in which both 

e the voter and the state have come to share a responsibility 

en for ensuring that the lists are kept up to date . Technically 

onus it is up to the voter to ensure that he or she is duly 

ua- regist ered on the list but,as in the United States, leaving 

the voter to his or her own devices results in a very inaccurate 

l ties ') 
and incomplete list. Consequently an intense registration 

ut campaign us:uall y takes place in the media before an electi on 

e. i to encouragre voters to get out and register. Between elections 
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the method usually employed to keep the lists up to date is 

to ca.ncel the lists for certain electoral districts and have 

a door-to-door canvass carried out by enumerators to compile 

new lists for those districts. In other electoral districts 

there may be a partial cancellation with registrat~on centres 

set up at convenient places for the use of electors. The 

government has, on occasion, cancelled all of the lists and 

carried out a complete registration. DurLng the 1972 election 

it abandoned the continuous roll entirely and resorted to an 

enumeration. Despite the active intervention of the state 

however, British Columbia's voluntary continuous roll has 

prove,n to be by far the least accurate in Canada as can be 

seen from the following comparison of the percentage of voting

age population in each province and in Canada as a whole 

registered for the provincial election held closest to 

th1,, 1.966 census date. 

Voting Age Registered 
Population Nur.iber of Electors as 
According Electors a Percentage 

Volin,: to 1966 on Vote!$' Election of Voti"si-Age 
Jurisdiction Age census Lists Date Population 

New Brunswick 21 319,052 314,996 May 1967 98.7 
Nova Scotia 21 415,257 405,704 May 1967 g7_5 
Newfoundland 19 249,572 239,616 Sep 1966 96.0 
Saskatchewan 18 580,317 549,256 Oct 1967 94.6 
Alberta 19 848,926 795,034 May 1967 93.7 
Quebec 18 3,494,538 3,222,302 Jun · 1966 92.2 
Manitoba 21<•> 552,960 509,469 Jun 1966 92.l 
Canada 21 11,260,202 10,274,904 Nov 1965 91.2 
Ontario 21 4,051,603 3,685,755 Oct 1967 •90.9 
Prince Edward 

Island • 18 64,001 56,941 May 1966 89.0 
British Columbia 19 1,172,849 873,927 Sep 1966 74.5 

(a) The voting age in Manitoba was lowered tc, 18 in October, 1969. 4 
:·.. 

(b) Compulsory registration 
j 

~-'his rather draconian feature has become most 
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:e is closely associated with the system of continuous rolls employed 

in thei Commonweal th of Australia, perhaps the most elaborate 

and successful of all the continuous rolls, although, as we 

shall see, its success derives from a lot more than simply 

compulsory registration . The Australian system was adopted, 

not for reasons of cost or the length of election campaigns, 

but primarily because voting in that country is compulsory, 

and if voting is to be compulsory then at all times the 

voter's name must appear on the electoral roll . If a voter 

was mi,ssed in an enumeration he would have a reasonable 

excuse for not voting, hence the law places an onus on the 

voter to see that his name is added to the roll upon becoming 

eligible to vote, and that any subsequent changes of address 

are reported . 

The Commonwealth Electoral .Act provides that there 

shall be a roll of electors for each State and a separate 

roll for each Electoral Division and for each Subdivision . 

The subdivisional rolls are grouped together to form the 

roll for an electoral division and th,e rolls for all the 

Electoral Divisions constitute the roll for the State. 
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Because of the time required to print the rolls, it is not 

possible to have them printed as at the issue of the writ 

for an e lection, so supplemental roll:s must be prepared to 

bring the main lists up to date. The rolls for an e l ection 

are closed at six o'clock in the afte:rnoon of the day of 

the issue of the writ. Thereafter th,~re can be no further 

revision of the list until after polling day . Australian 

election campaigns generally average approximately 32 days 

although the time period has varied from 21 to 40 days. 

Although compulsory registration undoubtedly 

contributes to keeping the Australian continuous roll up 
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to date,, it is by no means effective enough by itself to 

ensure an accurate list. Large numbers of voters still 

neglect to register or notify the electoral authorities of 

changes in address and input from other government depart

ments and agencies simply cannot keep pace with the rate of 

change in the electorate, with the result that the Australians 

have had to fall back on the house-to-house canvass in order 

to keep their lists accurate. Each year a complete review 

of habitations is carried out in urban areas and in rural 

areas an Electoral agent is employed to note all changes 

in his district in a "Field Book" which is an interleaved 

Roll of Electors for the district. 

Thus although the AustralianE; are able to keep a 

reasonably accurate continuous roll (albeit still not as 

accurate as under our enumration system) and as a result 

keep their election campaigns down to a minimum length of 

time, the cost is high and the procedure complex with 

compulsory registration providing only part of the required 

input. 

III. COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

Of the three major systems of registering voters 

enumeration , the permanent list and the! continuous roll -

by far the most complete and accurate i.n terms of the number 

of eligible voters registered and those, qualified to vote is 

enumeration immediately following the issue of the writ. 

The major drawbacks of this system to its critics are that : 

(a) it is an administrative headache to the electi on officials 

who are called upon to supervise the enumeration in a very 

short period of time; and (b) it adds, in Manitoba, approximately 
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10-14 days to the length of time required from the issue of 

the writ of an election to polling da.y . 

Permanent lists and continuous rolls would both 

offer a reduction in the length of time required to conduct 

a provincial election and would,in addition, be available for 

use in municipal elections and possibly federal elections, 

assuming the qualifications for voting were uniform for all 

three levels of elections. 

Permanent lists of the United Kingdom variety offer 

the simplicity of a closed list with no further revision 

required after preparation of the initial list each year, 

but they rapidly become out of date a,s people become eligible 

to vote or die, or above· all, move, a. particularly critical 

consideration in a society with a hig·hly mobile population 

such as ours. Such permanent lists, as well as being 

progressively inaccurate, are also inherently unfair, in 

that large numbers of people are disfranchised for up to a 

year for no other reason than the technical necessity to 

close the list. There is also, of course, the question of 

cost, since a permanent list must be revised fairly frequently, 

certainly at no longer than yearly intervals if any kind 

of accuracy at all is to be preserved. Experience in other 

jurisdictions has shown that nothing can adequately replace 

a dir,ect canvass of the electorate by mail and ultimately 

by personal visitation, all of which costs money, and all 

of which must be done frequently, rather than simply at 

each election. The costs of printin9 and paying for the 

staff required to supervise the annual revision must also 

be borne in mind . 

A continuous roll is the most obvious alternative 

to ou.r present enumeration procedure , since it offers a 
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much better opportunity than the permammt lists to achieve 

the kind of accuracy which we are accustomed to i n voters ' 

lists. '.rhe basic problem is keepin g the lists up to date, 

a task o:f considerable administrative complexity and cost. 

There is no one method of ensuring consistent accuracy, 

short of a rigidly policed compulsory n~gistration, of 

all citi :z:ens, which is out of the question in a democratic 

society. 

Those jurisdictions which rely solely on voter 

initi"ative for registration have the least accurate lists 

of all, with a large percentage of the eligible voters 

disfranchised through apathy and ignorance. This is not a 

method to be recommended for Manitoba , E~specially as we 

have traditionally relied on the state to attend to voter 

registration. In other jurisdictions where there is a 

continuous roll and the state does assume responsibility 

for registration, the lists are kept up to date through 

cross-reference with other government departments and agencies , 

extensiv,e advertising campaigns to encourage voters to 

register, compulsory registration and compulsory voting, 

and finally and inevitably the door-to-door canvass which 

is by far the most accurate way to record eliqible voters . 

such canvasses, however, cannot be done much more than once 

a year because of the time required to conduct the personal 

visitations and revise the lists, and bce!cause of the compara

tively heavy costs involved. The experience of other juris

dictions would suggest, however, that they are absolutely 

essential to maintaining an acceptable level of accuracy 

in the lists. 

The primary benefits of a continuous roll would 

be a reduction in the election period of approximately 10-14 
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days, and the possibility of having a reasonably accurate 

common list for electors at the municipal, provincial and 

federal levels, but these benefits would require a permanent 

electoral bureaucracy, the maintenanc«= of records either in 

address-plate form or in a computer mt:!mory bank and frequent 

printing of the lists, all of which c1early will cost far more 

than the present election-time-only enumeration. We were 

informed by the Chief Electoral OfficE~r that the cost of 

enumeration has already risen from $102,237.24 in 1973 to 

$183,544.70 in 1977, and this would be subject to a much greater 

increase if the above bureaucracy were~ to be introduced. 

IV. THE BEST SYSTEM FOR MANITOBA 

If a reduction in the time required to conduct 

elections in this province is a matter of priority, then a 

continuous roll, similar to that used in Australia, could be 

adopted in Manitoba, so that there would be a reduction in 

our campaign period of approximately JL0-14 days . It would be 

feasible to prepare and maintain such a roll through the use 

of computers so that the list could bH produced quite rapidly 

at any time in printed form . Keeping the list up to date 

could be accomplished through the input of data from other 

government agencies such as Manitoba Medical, the Motor · 

Vehicle Branch, Autopac, the Vital Statistics Branch, etc., 

through mail canvasses, and through encouraging the public 

to notify electoral officials of pertinent changes in their 

circumstances. We have no doubt that a full habitation review 

such as is carried out in Australia would also be required in 

Mani tolba to produce an acceptable level of accuracy in the 

lists, and it would also probably be found necessary to 

introduce compulsory registration although this should be 

https://183,544.70
https://102,237.24
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resorted to only if the other methods suggested proved insuf

ficient . 

Needless to say a very high dHgree of cooperation 

from the public at large would be required to obtain the 

level of accuracy we are accustomed to i n our present lists 

prepared at election time. 

The cost of maintaining a continuous roll would be 

high, as is evidenced by the following quote from the Report 

of the Representation Commissioner, Nelson Castonguay, to 

the Hous1:! of Commons in 1968, regarding the possible adoption 

of a continuous roll at the federal levE~l: 

... it is my belief that the adoption of such a 
system would prove to be very costly. The setting 
up of a permanent office in each electoral district, 
the recruitment of a great many permanent and 
casual employees, and an annual house-to-house 
canvass by review officers in order to purge and 
update the existing list of electors, would be 
the major items of expense. In addition, problems 
would arise with the enforcement o:f compulsory 
registration, and th~ prosecution of electors 
failing to register. 

In our opinion the cost would be prohibitively high if such 

rolls we:re to be used only for provincial elections. We think 

it imperative that if such a method of voter registration is 

adopted it be done with a view to its b1:!incr used at municipal 

and federal elections as well, and that there be cost-sharing 

between the three levels of government. Although, no doubt, 

a compuber could be programmed to collate the qualifications 

of each registrant for his or her eligibility to vote in 

elections at the three different levels of government, we 

think it would be much simpler and cheaper to make those 
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qualifications as uniform as possible!. If a continuous rollUf-
is to be adopted in Manitoba then we would suggest that full 

advantage be taken of it to allow absentee and postal voting 

n so that as many electors as possible have the opportunity to 

exercise their franchise. 

s 
Having stated that a continuous roll would be feasible 

in Manitoba, albeit at some cost in accuracy and at no small 

expense, and that it would indeed reduce the election periodbe 

r t by some 10- 14 days, we turn to the question of whether it would 

be worth the effort. In our opinion, the answer is no. 

10n 

If a high level of completemess in voter registration 

is to be a key consideration and if the onus of securing regis

tration of the voter is to be shared between the voter and the 

state,, then compulsory registration s:eems unavoidable. The 

experience of the United States (and other countries) has 

shown the utter hopelessness of expecting a high level of 

registration where the onus to register is on the voter 

and is voluntary . Even compulsory re,gistration, it seems, 

will not obviate the need for such other state- sponsored 

aids as enumeration. Manitobans, we suspect, would react 

unfavourably to the suggestion that they must register with 

an ele~ctoral authority and we think their unfavourable re·sponse 
nk would be amplified by the realization that it was being done 

is simply to obtain a shorter campaign period for the election. 
pal 
i ng The creation of a central, computerized list of 
t, all citizens, maintained through access to the information 

ns stored by other government departments and agencies would be 
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an immensely useful and powerful tool in the hands of any 

government:, and especially in the hands of a government, or 

even a bureaucracy intent on implementing its policy through· 

coercion and manipulation. No matter what legislative 

and administrative controls were applied there would still be 

opportunity for the invasion of privacy. We believe that 

nothing should be done which might in any way increase 

government intrusion into the private lives of individuals. 

Enumeration may be an administrative nightmare for 

the Chief Electoral Officer and his present, almost non

existent staff, but it is relatively cheap and accurate, and 

when all is said and done, remarkably speedy. It is also 

intensely political in that it induces community participation, 

and this, we think, is a good thing. Perhaps the use of only 

one enumerator in each polling division is an invitation to 

the manipulation of list.s, but this could be cured by the 

adoption of the federal system of using two enumerators, 

each nominated by one of the two leading parties. Nhether 

this is really needed or not, is debatable, but if it lends 

more public credence to the system then :i.t should be considered. 

As for the candidate fatigue, financial strain and public impa

tience that are cited as the much-to-be-avoided side effects 

of lengthy campaign periods , we consider that a great deal of 

the ammunition for this kind of complaint is provided by federal 

elections and not by provincial elections. The recent federal 

campaign dragged on for 58 days1 in 1977 the Manitoba provincial 

election was completed in just 35 days, which surely compares 

favourably with the Australian average of 32 days. There is 
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much to be said for longer campaign periods, in terms of the 

political interest and awareness gene!rated in a population 

that at times tends to be somewhat apathetic in its participationh 
in democracy. If people can go into polling booths on election 

day after one of our "long" campaigns without even knowingbe 
who the candidates are in their ridings, then an even shorter 

campaign is hardly going to improve their democratic parti

cipation. 

We suspect that much of the, complaining is rooted r 
in the heavy drain on financial resources caused by satura

tion advertising campaigns, a phenome,non which could be
d 

appreciably eased by the introduction of reasonable and 

enforceable election expense laws. As for the public we 

perceive little or no popular resentment over the length of 

Manitoba elections. When the balance, sheet is drawn on the 

advantages and disadvantages of our present enumeration 

system and its most likely rival, the! continuous roll, we 

are compelled to recommend that the emumeration procedure 

be retained in Manitoba as the voter registration system most 

in tune with our democratic process as a whole. 

v. IMPROVING THE ENUMERATION OF VOTERS 

One of the features of enUtmeration at the federal 

level which might be of benefit in Manitoba for provincial 

elections is the employment of dual enumerators. The two 

enumerators who conduct the enumeration owe their respective 

appointment to two different sources. One is designated byis 
the ·victorious candidate (or Party) in the previous election, 

and the other is designated by the runner-up candidate (or 

Party). For obvious reasons, they are more likely to perform 
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a thoroU<;i-h, indefatigable enumeration than a sole enumerator. 

The dual system is one element in obtaining accuracy but 

it does double the remuneration cost component. 

To give an idea of the likely cost of adopting 

the dual enumerator system, one could cite costs incurred in 

the 1977 general election in Manitoba. These are not fixed 

by detailed statutory provision but are established by Order

in-Counc.il for each election. In any event , according to 

information received from the office of the Chief Electoral 

Officer, for t he last general election E:!numerators' fees and 

costs were: 

Urban enumerators (Winnipeg only) $ 90,694 . 99 

Rural enumerators 92,849.71 

Total $183,544.70 

or approximately 30¢ per eligible voter. A comparison of other 

Canadian jurisdictions would also indicate that Manitoba has 

one of the lowest, if not the lowest fe•:! schedules for enu

merators. Whatever fees and costs may be set for forthcoming 

elections, they are unlikely to be less than the above at least 

in the foreseeable future. As mentioned, teams of two enume

rators would create a doubled expense total. 

We also understand that it is no easy task at present 

to recruit the required nurnher of enumerators so that adopting 

a dual enumerator system could present an enormous task of 

recruitment in the limited time available. we have no evidence 

of singl,e enumerators deliberately distorting the lists, 

although, of course, the possibility does exist especially 

since en1wnerators, like other election officials, are generally 

https://in-Counc.il
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appointed from the ranks of sympathizers of the party in power. 

Howeveir, in the absence of any evidence of distortion of the 

electo:ral lists and bearing in mind the doubling of the costs 

which, as already stated,have increased dramatically, we 

recommEmd that enumeration continue to be conducted by a 

single enumerator. 

We considered one other feature of the federal 

enumeration process, namely the provision of a copy of the 

electoral list for a polling subdivision to each household 

within the polling division . This again is an aid to accu

racy but only if those persons in each household who are 

eligible voters bother to read the list and check for inaccu

racies .. At present in Manitoba, the lists are posted up in 

some conspicuous place in the polling division, such as on a 

telephone pole or in some public building, a procedure which 

we consider to be largely useless as ain aid to revision. We 

doubt that providing a copy of the list to each household 

would be any more effective , and the cost would obviously 

be much greater . We note with interest that the federal govern

ment is now considering doing away with this provision in the 

Canada El ections Act in favour of cards to be sent to each 

household confirming that those occupants eligible to be on 

the voters' list have been registered. Improving the accuracy 

of the list in the initial preparation stage , ie. during the 

enumeration itself, would, in our opinion, be more effective 

and in this regard, we recommend that call-back cards be insti

tuted as a permanent paI:t of the enumeration procedure . 

We are informed that the call-back cards have been 

used on an experimental basis in Manitoba with considerable 

success: . Such cards should be left at dwelling units where, 

after ait least two visits - one day-time and one evening -
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the enumerator is unable to secure the necessary information. 

In essence the card would simply notify the occupant to 

contact the enumerator in order to be recorded in the list of 

electors for the polling division . In addition, we would aiso 

recommend that there be a fair-sized advertisement in the daily 

and local newspapers circulating in the district advising the 

habitants whom to contact in order to be recorded on the list 

of electors . 

Lest there be any doubt about the enumerators' right 

of access to all dwelling units such as apartment blocks 

with controlled access lobbies, universities' or nurses' 

residences or rooming houses, we recommend that the enumera

tors ' right of access to such dwellings be expressed in legis

lation. We wish to point out that such a right does exist 

for candidates or their authorized represenatives for the 

purpose c,f canvassing or distributing election material under 

~ection 916 of " The Landlord and Tenant A.ct " , C.C.S. M. c. L70. 

A recurrent problem with the printing of lists of 

electors is the time it takes to have type set and obtain 

copies oi: the printed lists. The lists are of crucial 

importance to all concerned: to those charged with the 

administration of the election; to those concerned with the 

necessary revisions; and to the candidates and their election 

workers. A faster and less expensive me!thod of producing the 

lists is to be encouraged, if possible . Both the federal and 

Ontario Chief Electoral Officers, as we are informed, have 

adopted a photo-offset method of producing electoral lists, 

using thE? original copy typed by the enumerators. We think 

that this new method of producing electoral lists would be 

acceptab1e to the electoral administration in Manitoba, even 

though it would require a higher standard of neat work on 

the enumHrators' part. This method has another advantage; 
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n. it would permit the returning officer in each electoral divi

sion to provide photocopies of the "official" list for the 

of candidates, even before the printing has begun and thereby 

iso enabl◄:! them to check for any inaccuracies . We recommend 

aily that 1:!lectoral lists be printed by photo-offset taken directly 

he from the enumerators' typed copy. 

st 
The process of revision of the lists of electors is 

described in sections 23 to and including 27 of "The Election 

ght Act" . In urban areas the returning officer sets two days for 

revision in the most convenient and central suitable builoing 

in th1: electoral division, while in rural areas revision is 

to be held one day each at two different central and conve

is- nier.t places . For the purposes of rural revision, the electoral 

division is to be divided into revision districts, each 

encompassing a number of polling subdivisions . Revision is 

er closed at 10:00 p.m. on the second day, which is described 

0. to be the second day before nomination day, unless it is a 

holiday . (Of course, under section 76 it is still possible 

for a person whose name has been omitted from the voters' 

list, to vote while the polls are op1:!n if such person be 

vouched for by an already listed ele,ctor in the electoral 

division.) 

.on We believe that this process could be improved · 

to accord greater public access to proper revision, to diminish:he 
paper work and simplify and clarify the procedures . A perusalmd 
of the above-mentioned sections of the Act convinces us that 

some of their technical complexities are outdated, and the 

process could be reformed with good effect. We recommend: 

m That revision should be held fo:r two full days in 
all locations (rather than one day at each location 
in rural electoral divisions); 

That the dividing of electoral divisions into 
revision districts should be abandoned in favour of 
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authorizing all revising officers to process all 
enquiries directed to their office regardless of 
polling subdivisions, such that in rural areas 
each revising officer should be authorized to 
revise any portion of the list for the electoral 
d ivision; 

'l'hat larger and more informative, notices regarding 
revision should be formulated fc,r posting by the 
enumerators; and 

'l'hat the returning officer should be empowered to 
continue revising the list after formal revision, 
if and as needed, until five days before polling 
day. 

In December 1977 the Canad a. Election s Act was 
amendeid to repeal the requirement with regard to federal 

elections that the occupation of an elector be shown on the 
list next to his name . The Chief Ele?ctoral Officer of 

Canada, in his 1979 Statutory Report states : 

JCn addition to being extremely well received by 
the population , this amendment has made it 
possible to adopt a new format for the printed 
preliminary lists of electors. As a result, 
the preliminary lists of electors could be 
printed much more rapidly than ig the past and 
at a substantially reduced cost . 

We would recommend the repeal of this requirement 

in Manitoba and on the basis of the above ~eport believe that 

this would result in the preliminary lists of electors being 

prinb~d more quickly and at a greatly reduced cost. We also 

note that in this province the enumexators had to designate 

the StalX of the elector and we believe that this practice should 

be discontinued. 
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

For ease of reference, the Commission's recommen

dations are summarized as follows: 

1. That the enumeration procedure be retained in Manitoba 
as the voter registration system most in tune with 
our democratic process as a whole. 

2. That enumeration continue to be conducted by a single 
enumerator. 

3. That call-back cards be instituted as a permanent part 
of the, enumeration procedure. 

4. That advertisements be placed in daily and local news
papers advising habitants whom to con.tact in order to 
ensure! being recorded on the electoral list. 

5. That emumerators' right of access to dwelling units 
such a.s apartment blocks, universi tiE~s' or nurses' 
residences or rooming houses, be expressed in the 
legislation . 

6. That electoral lists be printed by photo off-set taken 
directly from the enumerators' typed copy. 

7. That revision should be held for two full days in 
all locations (rather than one day at each location 
in rural electoral divisions). 

8. That the dividing of electoral divisions into revision 
districts should be abandoned in favour of authorizing 
all revising officers to process all enquiries directed 
to their office regardless of pollin9 subdivisions, 
such that in rural areas each revisiing officer should 
be authorized to revise any portion of the list for 
the electoral division. 

9. That larger and more informative notices regarding 
revision should be formulated for po:sting by the 
enumerators . 

10. That the returning officer should be empowered to 
continue revising the list after formal revision, if 
and as needed, until five days befor«:! polling day. 



11. {a) That the requirement that occupation of an elector 
be shown on the list next to his name be abolished. 

{b) That the practice of designating the sex of the 
elector be discontinued. 

This is a report pursuant to s.ection 5 (3) of "The 

Law Reform Commission Act", dated this 2:6th day of November 

1979. 

Cliffo lll.C. Edwards , Chairman 

/1',?~d~T~/~~a . -, 

R.G. Smethturst, Commissioner 

Val Werier, Commissioner 

Patricia G. Ritchie, Commissioner 

David G.Nlewman, Commissioner 

~-= _.,~ 
Evan H. L . Littler, Commissioner 
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	I. INTRODUCTION 
	The subject of this Report is voter registration in and :for the electoral process. Voter registration is the process of electing Members of the Legislative Assembly of Manitoba by which electors are identified and recorded as bein9 entitled to vote in provincial elections. This subject is comprehended by the broad terms o f reference prescribed for the Commission by the At torney-General, that is, in p art: 
	I would appreciate the Law Reform Commission examining the Manitoba Elections Act with a view to making reform of the provisions therein respecting the holding of elections in Manitoba. 
	. . . reqardless of what generalized review might be made, but I think it would be v ery heloful if a thorough review was made of the tech~ique of the holding of elections. 
	One observation that has been made that ought to be considered would be the possible implementation of a policy whereby there would be in effect a perpetual voters' list, similar to that which applies in England, which among other things provides for abbreviated election timing. 
	Regarding the last quoted passage of the terms of reference, as expressed, one notes at least two ingredients to which this Commission had to address its study and recommendations. One is the notion of a perpetual voters' list; and the other is the matter of shortening the time in which elections are held. Both questions imported C(.lnsiderations of administrative efficiency and policy directions. 
	The Commission is grateful to Mr. J.R. Reeves, Manitoba's Chief Electoral Officer, and to Mr. Andrue J. 
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	Anstett, former Deputy Chief Electoral Officer, for their help in guiding us through the ma:ze of administrative organi:zation a11d technical detail which go into the orchestration of an election in general ,and votl:!r registration in particular. We are pleased to acknowledge their indications of practical avE:!nues of common sense reform in this regard, for they are thE:! knowledgeable experts in our present system of voter req-istration, to say the least. 
	Subsequent to our meetings with Messrs. Reeves and Anstett we issued a Working Paper in May 1977 entitled Vo ter Registration: The Alternatives To Enumeration setting out our tentative recommendations and seekincr comments and criticisms. We received very few responses and these were, on the whole, supportive. In August 1979 we retained Mr. Peter J.E. Cole, the former Senior Research Officer of the Commission, to assist us in the writing of this final Report as he had been heavily involved in research in th
	One of the hallmarks of modern populist democracies is their adoption of the principle of universal suffrage, that the right to vote should not be restricted by such qualifiers as the ownership of a certain amount of property or membership in an exclusive social caste. Nevertheless, eve,n with universal suffrage, not everyone can be given the rig·ht to vote. There are always such barriers as minority, citizenship, residence, mental capacity and because of these barriers it is necessary to screen voters to e
	·• 
	heir 
	orgastration :irticular. 3.ctical :!Y are ter 
	,es and 
	Voter 
	out our tticisms. whole, 
	Cole, to td been ·ears of 
	,cracies 
	,perty ess, n the rity, 
	these at only y. 
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	•rhe almost universal method of accomplishing this is through registration on some form of voters' list, a vari0usly laborious, costly and time-consuming process, depending on the method used. One of the principal goals of virtually everyone interested in the machinery of conducting elE:!ctions is to come up with a method of listing voters that will be simple, cheap, quick and accurate to a fraction of a percentage point. This oft-chased chimera can be realized in one or more of the listed qualities but no
	directly irnvolved in the electoral contest nor, indeed, to those who must administer the cumbersome machinery of voter registration. And yet where the democratic participation of all 0ur citizens is at stake there must be more to tax our minds than simple considerations of efficiency and cost. Voter registration lies at the very heart of our democratic process andl like all other components of that process, the method by which registration is achieved must be measured in terms of' its contribution to the s
	II. SYSTEMS OF VOTER REGISTRATION 
	In his book, The Election Process in Canada, 
	T.H. Qualter identifies the various methods of registration as follows: 
	1 ne registration systems can be classified in several ways, with permutations possible among the different classification schemes. On,e can, for example, begin by cvn~idering the time at which }ists are prepared, and here there are two basic principles. A list ma;• be prepared only when an election has been called: a list which will apply solely to that election and which will be discarded as soon as the election is over. This. can be called a "temporary list," and it is the system which operates in feder
	list and the British type of periodic list are bolth varieties of a "permanent" 
	lisL . 
	~egisrration can also be looked at from the point of view of .the 
	responsibility for compiling the list. Under one system the responsibility 
	for preparing voters' lists is assumed by the sitate and various paid officers 
	(temporary or permanent) go out and collect the names of every available 
	voter. This is the procedure followed in thte enumeration of voters in 
	Canada. Under another procedure the state provides facilities -registra
	tion offices and officials -and leaves it to the initiative of the citizen to 
	become a registered voter. This initiative may be a completely voluntary 
	action in which it is entirely up to the individual to decide whether or not 
	to register. This system is found in many of ·the American states. Finally. 
	there may be, as in Australia aod New Zealand, a legal obligation on the 
	citizen to 
	register himself.
	63 

	A third classification, which is particularly important where there are 
	permanent lists prepared perhaps some time before an election, categorizes 
	lists as "open" or "closed." An open system is one in which names c3n be 
	added after the list 1s pnn~d or which permits people to vote, under certain 
	specified circumstances, even though their names are not on the lists; while 
	a closed list confines the right to vote to those formally registered as 
	voters. 
	From these three two-part classifications it is possible to deriv~ eight basic systems of voter registration, although it should be noted that in practice most actual registration laws will combine the elements of more than one system. 
	There is, first of all, the periodic list, compilled by election officials, imd subject to constant updating until close to elec:t:on day. Secondly, there is a similarly compiled list, but one that is close:d off at a specified date so that no new names may be registered until the new list is prepared. The British permanent Register of Electors is of this type.H A third system is that in which there is a temporary list, prepa1rcd for a particular election by a set of state employees (including temporarily a
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	but which, after some specified period for revis:ion or correction, is closed so that only those listed may vote. This system applies at the federal level for urban polls. The fourth system, a variation of the third which applies to rural polls at federal elections, is the open list under which those eligible voters whose names are not on the list may still vote after the completion of certain formalities. The four remaining sys.terns are similar to those already described except that, in each case, the res
	1. Enumeration 
	The traditional method of compiling voters' lists in Canada is by door-to-door canvass conducted immediately after the issue of the writ of election. This is known as enumeration and it is the method currently in use in Manitoba. Under "The Election Act", C.C.S.M. c. E30, once the writ is received by a returning officer, he must immediately subdivide his electoral division into as many polling subdivisions as he deems necessary and then appoint "a. competent and reliable person'" to be the enumerator in ea
	work. At the last provincial election in 1977, they were given the minimum of eleven days. 
	In addition to the general enumeration, if there 
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	is an "extended treatment hospital" in a particular electoral division, a special enumeration is carried out in which the particulars of each patient eligible t,o vote are recorded on a separate card. The cards are the:n forwarded to the returning officers of the various electoral divisions in which the patients have their residenc,es and the names are entered on the voting lists of the appropriate polling subdivisions. 
	On the third and second days before nomination day, thei lists, as prepared by the enumerators, are subject to revision by the addition, deletion or alteration of voters ' names and particulars and any appeals from the decisions of the revising officers are disposed of as soon as possible after the close of the revision. The corrected lists a rc~ forwarded by the returning officers to the Deputy Returning Officers , on the second day before polling day, and these lists then constitute the final voters' list
	remain valid as preliminary lists for t wo years, and are then abaindoned as obsolete. 
	The basic problem with t he preparation of voters' lists in a parliamentary democracy is that the timing of elections is not a regular and foreseeable process. With a cabinet system of government,the executive is responsible to the legislative assembly and can only function if it has the approval and confidence of that assembly. A successful vote of no confidence is sufficient to topple the government and precipitate an election, perhaps within months or even weeks of the previous ele,ction. And although th
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	is five years it is rare for a government not to seek a the 
	renewal of its mandate by at least the fourth year of its d 
	term d,n office. Thus there is no guarantee! that even a strong and stable government will last out the fullness of its potential term, and this uncertainty is deepened 
	by t~e fact that the calling of an elect:" on and the estaub
	re 
	-

	blishment of a specific date for polling day are matters solely within the prerogative of the governiment. If an election is in the air, the political pundits can usually detect its s;cent, and thereafter the news media will abound 
	with their rumours and guesses. But until the government of the day actually makes its formal announcement, the election itself and the specific date of polling day ,,,1ill 
	ect 

	remain matters of speculation only. ted ty 
	on 

	Given the rapid obsolescence of un-mainta:..ned voters' lists, this means that little can be done to prepare for the elaborate task of identifying and accrediting 
	e 
	eligible voters. Consequently, when the election is called, 
	sufficient time must be allowed for the process of enumeration, and this has the unavoidable effect of making for a long campaig·n period of anywhere from thirty-five to fifty days. The financial and physical burden of such a 
	., 

	rs' 
	lon~ lead time is the principal cause of the dissatisfaction 
	so frequently expressed in recent times in regard to our h 
	present elecitoral machinery. The effort to find a simpler, ble 
	more rapidly available voters' list has become a central part of the drive for electoral reform, and while the basic ideas and suggestions put forward are not niew , their appeal has been enormously enhanced by the almost overnight 
	in 
	development of super-sophisticated computer:s and computerough 
	fed data banks. vince 
	2. Permanent Lists 
	The most noteworthy example of such a list among the Anglo-Saxon family of countries: is to be found in the United Kingdom where an annual list: is prepared and used for all national and local elections which occur during that year. The list is maintained permanently and updated each year by a mail and door-to-door canvass. The names of newJ.y eligible voters are added and the names of those who haVE! died or changed residence are removed. The responsibiltt'{ for maintaininq the list is pl aced on the exis
	local government authorities under the overall supervision of the Home Office in London. In ,each electoral district an electoral registration officer, usually the Town Clerk, is designated to attend to the revision of the voters ' lis~. He has a very wide discretion in the carrying out of his duties having a statutory responsibility to do all that is "reasonable" to maintain full registration. The Home Office issues general guidelines but these are advisory only, and it is up to each electoral registration
	Annually, the reg1strallon ot)icer in each electoral district in the United Kingdom sends by post to each householder a form showing the names of the electors residing in that household whose na~es appear on 
	the lists of electors of the electoratdistrlct'. The householder is then required by law to iaform the registration officer by a fixed date, as follows: 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	if such electors still reside in that h~usehold; 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	the names of the electors shown on the form who have ceased to resiide in that household; 


	(iii) the name of any person now living in that household who would be qu1alified as an elector but whose name does not appear on the form. 
	Aft.::r that fixed date a reminder is sent by the registration ofricer, setting a new deadline for those householders who have not complied with the law. Subsequent to the new deadline, follow-up canvassers are sent by the registration officer to obtain the information from the householders who have not replied. 
	111\ong the ;ed 
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	The sending of a form by post is not do1ne for collective-type housing, such as institutions, hotds, or large lodging houses, for experience has shown that there are some difficulties inherent in mailing a form to unrelated people living in group quarters. In general they have to be treated as individuals rather than as members of households, and there is little hope of being certain that all residents of such quarters have, been contacted. In the case of institutions this is not a problem, in that adm:nist
	required information is to send can\"assers to all such places al the outset. 
	Once that annual review is completed, the preliminary lists of electors arc printed, a period of revision takcs place during which names can be added to or removed from the preliminary lists, and then the printing of the Permanent Lists is completed. The Pernnancnt Lists come into force o'l February 16 for a period of one year and serve for all elections ordered during that period. Names of electors cannot be added or removed during that period. The process is repeated each year. 
	Employing this method of registration the minimum time in which an election may be held is approximately three weeks.
	2 

	It is estimated that at the end of the one year period the lists are, approximately 80-85% accurate. This compares with an estirnatted accuracy in Manitoba with the enumeration process of 92% or better. 
	A "permanent" list is also employed in France where it is compulsory for a person qualified as an elector to register although failure to register is not described 
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	as an offence in "The Election Act" nor is there a penalty provided. The annual period of revision, as in the United Kingdom, extends from November to February, and after the permanent list is closed on the last day of February, it remains in force until the last day of February of the following year, except for certain alterations expressly provided for in "The Election Act". These include, for example, civil servants and military personnel who are transferred or retire and electors omitted as a result of 
	When a citizen registers a.s a voter he is given a voter' s card which must be presented on election day to establish his identity. In addition to information about the voter, the card indicates where he is to vote, and it is stamped each time the voter exercises his franchise. A new card is sent to each registered voter every three years . 
	One other example of a permanent list is worthy of mention. In 1934 the Dominion Franchise Ac t (Canada) was enacted to provide for the establishment of a basic list of electors that year, followed by an annual revision each year thereafter between May 15 and July 1 during which registration was voluntary. Once the lists were printed they were to be used at all federal elections for a period of one year after July 1, and names of electors could not be added or removed until the next annual revision. The per
	.... 
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	... it cannot recommend either to the favourable consideration of the Bouse. With regard to the former, it is of the opinion that it could not be enforced without continuous registration, a large staff of permanent officials, an annual house-to-house check-up of the names of the electors on the lists, and by other means, and your committee believes that the cost would be prohibitive under such circumstances. With regard to compulsory voting your committee has carefully considered the evidence submitted and,
	Your com.mittee is unanimously of th13 opinion that the system of the annual revision o:f lists of electors, as provided in the Dominion Franchise Act, 1934 , has proved unsatisfactory. Experience has shown that the basic lists prepared in 1934 were almost obsolete within six months after they were completed, and that the annual revision held in the year 1935 was not adequate to remedy the situation. The conclusion arrived at is that the yearly revision under the provisions of the Dominion Franchise Act, 1
	Your committee recommends that the Dominion Franchise Act, 1934, be repealed, and the provisions relating to the preparation and revision of the lists of elect.ors be again embodied in the Dominion Elections Act,.3 
	... 

	Although permanent lists can ef'fect a reduction in 
	the length of time required between the issue of an election 
	writ and polling day,their accuracy as reflected in the percentage estimates of the Unit:ed Kingdom lists leaves mucih to be desired in comparison with the lists prepared in Man.itoba under the present enumteration procedure. Given the mobility of our population as compared with that of the United Kingdom, the disparity between the two methods, if employed in our province, would probably be even greater. 
	3. Continuous Rolls 
	Unlike the method of keeping "permanent" lists, the continuous roll allows for revision at any time although usually the list is "closed" at a fixed date before polling day. It is similar in effect to the enumeration method employed in Manitoba, but without the necessity of conducting an enumeration after the writ is issued. A continuous roll should ideally be in a constant state of readiness and with a degree of accuracy equi valent to the final lists prepared 
	after enumeration in a system such as our own. In addition to doing away with the necessity for an enumeration after the writ is issued, a central, continuous roll allows for absEmtee and postal voting. The bctsic problem with a continuous roll is keeping the list: up to date, and the various methods employed are the chief distinguishing characteristics between the continuous rc,11s presently in use around the world. The principal distinction is between systems which rely on voluntary rec:;ristration, with
	(a) Voluntary registration 
	(a) Voluntary registration 
	(a) Voluntary registration 

	,d in 
	,d in 
	'I'he most i mportant example of a purely voluntary 

	,n 
	,n 
	registration system relying solely on voter initiative is 

	' the 
	' the 
	provided by the United States. Under the Constitution 

	if 
	if 
	voter registration and voting are reserved to the States. 

	,r. 
	,r. 
	As a consequence, there is a bewildering variety of electoral 

	TR
	laws and voter registratinn is commonly left up to the voters 

	TR
	themselves and the political parti es which mount voter regis

	TR
	tration drives . There is no enumeration such as we have in 

	:s, 
	:s, 
	Manitoba nor is there compulsory registration, such as in 

	:hough 
	:hough 
	France or Australia, with the result that the voters' lists 

	.ling 
	.ling 
	are far from complete. Apathy, oversight and ignorance 

	TR
	ensure that at any one time a large proportion (approximately 

	lucting 
	lucting 
	one quarter) of the Amer ican electorate is disfranchised. 

	roll 
	roll 
	Because in many States there is no on-going or continuous 

	with 
	with 
	revision of' the lh:ts, a voter who moves frequently could 

	>ared 
	>ared 
	be on several lists at once, a situation rife with the 

	.tion 
	.tion 
	possibility for f r aud. Be yond its relative economy in terms 

	:er 
	:er 
	of state expenditure there is ver1• little to recommend this 

	for 
	for 
	system as a.n alternative to enumeration. 

	e 
	e 
	•rhe Province of British Columbia. provides a home

	charac
	charac
	-

	grown example of a voluntary continuous roll in which both 

	e 
	e 
	the voter and the state have come to share a responsibility 

	en 
	en 
	for ensuring that the lists are kept up to date . Technically 

	onus 
	onus 
	it is up to the voter to ensure that he or she is duly 

	ua
	ua
	-

	regist ered on the list but,as in the United States, leaving 

	TR
	the voter to his or her own devices results in a very inaccurate 

	l ties 
	l ties 
	') 
	and incomplete list. Consequently an intense registration 

	ut 
	ut 
	campaign us:uall y takes place in the media before an electi on 

	e. 
	e. 
	i 
	to encouragre voters to get out and register. Between elections 


	the method usually employed to keep the lists up to date is to ca.ncel the lists for certain electoral districts and have a door-to-door canvass carried out by enumerators to compile new lists for those districts. In other electoral districts there may be a partial cancellation with registrat~on centres set up at convenient places for the use of electors. The government has, on occasion, cancelled all of the lists and carried out a complete registration. DurLng the 1972 election it abandoned the continuous 
	prove,n to be by far the least accurate in Canada as can be seen from the following comparison of the percentage of votingage population in each province and in Canada as a whole registered for the provincial election held closest to th1,, 1.966 census date. 
	Voting Age Registered Population Nur.iber of Electors as According Electors aPercentage 
	Volin,: to 1966 on Vote!$' Election of Voti"si-Age Jurisdiction Age census Lists Date Population 
	New Brunswick 
	New Brunswick 
	New Brunswick 
	21 
	319,052 
	314,996 
	May 1967 
	98.7 

	Nova Scotia 
	Nova Scotia 
	21 
	415,257 
	405,704 
	May 1967 
	g7_5 

	Newfoundland 
	Newfoundland 
	19 
	249,572 
	239,616 
	Sep 1966 
	96.0 

	Saskatchewan 
	Saskatchewan 
	18 
	580,317 
	549,256 
	Oct 1967 
	94.6 

	Alberta 
	Alberta 
	19 
	848,926 
	795,034 
	May 1967 
	93.7 

	Quebec 
	Quebec 
	18 
	3,494,538 
	3,222,302 
	Jun · 1966 
	92.2 

	Manitoba 
	Manitoba 
	21<•> 
	552,960 
	509,469 
	Jun 
	1966 
	92.l 

	Canada 
	Canada 
	21 
	11,260,202 
	10,274,904 
	Nov 1965 
	91.2 

	Ontario 
	Ontario 
	21 
	4,051,603 
	3,685,755 
	Oct 1967 
	•90.9 

	Prince Edward 
	Prince Edward 

	Island • 
	Island • 
	18 
	64,001 
	56,941 
	May 1966 
	89.0 

	British Columbia 
	British Columbia 
	19 
	1,172,849 
	873,927 
	Sep 1966 
	74.5 


	(a) The voting age in Manitoba was lowered tc, 18 in October, 1969. :·.. 
	4 

	(b) Compulsory registration 
	j 
	~-'his rather draconian feature has become most 
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	:e is 
	:e is 
	:e is 
	closely associated with the system of continuous rolls employed 

	! have 
	! have 
	in thei Commonwealth of Australia, perhaps the most elaborate 

	,mpile 
	,mpile 
	and successful of all the continuous rolls, although, as we 

	:ricts 
	:ricts 
	shall see, its success derives from a lot more than simply 

	TR
	' 

	!entres 
	!entres 
	., 
	compulsory registration . The Australian system was adopted, 

	'he 
	'he 
	not for reasons of cost or the length of election campaigns, 

	: and 
	: and 
	but primarily because voting in that country is compulsory, 

	,lection 
	,lection 
	and if voting is to be compulsory then at all times the 

	to an 
	to an 
	voter's name must appear on the electoral roll. If a voter 

	.ate 
	.ate 
	was mi,ssed in an enumeration he would have a reasonable 

	.as 
	.as 
	excuse for not voting, hence the law places an onus on the 

	l be 
	l be 
	voter to see that his name is added to the roll upon becoming 

	voting-
	voting-
	eligible to vote, and that any subsequent changes of address 

	. e 
	. e 
	are reported. 

	TR
	The Commonwealth Electoral .Act provides that there 

	~d 
	~d 
	shall be a roll of electors for each State and a separate 

	;as b•e 
	;as b•e 
	roll for each Electoral Division and for each Subdivision. 

	:-Ageion 
	:-Ageion 
	The subdivisional rolls are grouped together to form the 

	TR
	roll for an electoral division and th,e rolls for all the 

	TR
	Electoral Divisions constitute the roll for the State. 

	TR
	Because of the time required to print the rolls, it is not 

	TR
	possible to have them printed as at the issue of the writ 

	TR
	for an e lection, so supplemental roll:s must be prepared to 

	TR
	bring the main lists up to date. The rolls for an e l ection 

	TR
	are closed at six o'clock in the afte:rnoon of the day of 

	TR
	the issue of the writ. Thereafter th,~re can be no further 

	TR
	revision of the list until after polling day . Australian 

	TR
	election campaigns generally average approximately 32 days 

	TR
	although the time period has varied from 21 to 40 days. 

	TR
	Although compulsory registration undoubtedly 

	TR
	contributes to keeping the Australian continuous roll up 


	to date,, it is by no means effective enough by itself to ensure an accurate list. Large numbers of voters still neglect to register or notify the electoral authorities of changes in address and input from other government departments and agencies simply cannot keep pace with the rate of change in the electorate, with the result that the Australians have had to fall back on the house-to-house canvass in order to keep their lists accurate. Each year a complete review of habitations is carried out in urban a
	Thus although the AustralianE; are able to keep a reasonably accurate continuous roll (albeit still not as accurate as under our enumration system) and as a result keep their election campaigns down to a minimum length of time, the cost is high and the procedure complex with compulsory registration providing only part of the required input. 
	III. COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 
	Of the three major systems of registering voters enumeration, the permanent list and the! continuous roll by far the most complete and accurate i.n terms of the number of eligible voters registered and those, qualified to vote is enumeration immediately following the issue of the writ. The major drawbacks of this system to its critics are that: 
	-

	(a) it is an administrative headache to the electi on officials who are called upon to supervise the enumeration in a very short period of time; and (b) it adds, in Manitoba, approximately 
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	, 
	.ans 
	.s 
	:ials .mately 
	10-14 days to the length of time required from the issue of the writ of an election to polling da.y . 
	Permanent lists and continuous rolls would both offer a reduction in the length of time required to conduct a provincial election and would,in addition, be available for use in municipal elections and possibly federal elections, assuming the qualifications for voting were uniform for all three levels of elections. 
	Permanent lists of the United Kingdom variety offer the simplicity of a closed list with no further revision required after preparation of the initial list each year, but they rapidly become out of date a,s people become eligible to vote or die, or above· all, move, a. particularly critical consideration in a society with a hig·hly mobile population such as ours. Such permanent lists, as well as being progressively inaccurate, are also inherently unfair, in that large numbers of people are disfranchised for
	jurisdictions has shown that nothing can adequately replace 
	a dir,ect canvass of the electorate by mail and ultimately 
	by personal visitation, all of which costs money, and all 
	of which must be done frequently, rather than simply at 
	each election. The costs of printin9 and paying for the 
	staff required to supervise the annual revision must also 
	be borne in mind. 
	A continuous roll is the most obvious alternative to ou.r present enumeration procedure , since it offers a 
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	much better opportunity than the permammt lists to achieve the kind of accuracy which we are accustomed to i n voters ' lists. '.rhe basic problem is keeping the lists up to date, a task o:f considerable administrative complexity and cost. There is no one method of ensuring consistent accuracy, short of a rigidly policed compulsory n~gistration, of all citi:z:ens, which is out of the question in a democratic society. 
	Those jurisdictions which rely solely on voter initi"ative for registration have the least accurate lists of all, with a large percentage of the eligible voters disfranchised through apathy and ignorance. This is not a method to be recommended for Manitoba, E~specially as we have traditionally relied on the state to attend to voter registration. In other jurisdictions where there is a continuous roll and the state does assume responsibility for registration, the lists are kept up to date through cross-refer
	The primary benefits of a continuous roll would be a reduction in the election period of approximately 10-14 
	es, 
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	days, and the possibility of having a reasonably accurate common list for electors at the municipal, provincial and federal levels, but these benefits would require a permanent electoral bureaucracy, the maintenanc«= of records either in address-plate form or in a computer mt:!mory bank and frequent printing of the lists, all of which c1early will cost far more than the present election-time-only enumeration. We were informed by the Chief Electoral OfficE~r that the cost of enumeration has already risen fro
	102,237.24 
	183,544.70 

	IV. THE BEST SYSTEM FOR MANITOBA 
	If a reduction in the time required to conduct elections in this province is a matter of priority, then a continuous roll, similar to that used in Australia, could be adopted in Manitoba, so that there would be a reduction in our campaign period of approximately JL0-14 days. It would be feasible to prepare and maintain such a roll through the use of computers so that the list could bH produced quite rapidly at any time in printed form. Keeping the list up to date could be accomplished through the input of d
	circumstances. We have no doubt that a full habitation review such as is carried out in Australia would also be required in Manitolba to produce an acceptable level of accuracy in the lists, and it would also probably be found necessary to introduce compulsory registration although this should be 
	circumstances. We have no doubt that a full habitation review such as is carried out in Australia would also be required in Manitolba to produce an acceptable level of accuracy in the lists, and it would also probably be found necessary to introduce compulsory registration although this should be 
	resorted to only if the other methods suggested proved insufficient. 

	Needless to say a very high dHgree of cooperation from the public at large would be required to obtain the level of accuracy we are accustomed to i n our present lists prepared at election time. 
	The cost of maintaining a continuous roll would be high, as is evidenced by the following quote from the Report of the Representation Commissioner, Nelson Castonguay, to the Hous1:! of Commons in 1968, regarding the possible adoption of a continuous roll at the federal levE~l: 
	... it is my belief that the adoption of such a system would prove to be very costly. The setting up of a permanent office in each electoral district, the recruitment of a great many permanent and casual employees, and an annual house-to-house canvass by review officers in order to purge and update the existing list of electors, would be the major items of expense. In addition, problems would arise with the enforcement o:f compulsory registration, and th~ prosecution of electors failing to register. 
	In our opinion the cost would be prohibitively high if such rolls we:re to be used only for provincial elections. We think it imperative that if such a method of voter registration is adopted it be done with a view to its b1:!incr used at municipal and federal elections as well, and that there be cost-sharing between the three levels of government. Although, no doubt, a compuber could be programmed to collate the qualifications of each registrant for his or her eligibility to vote in elections at the three 
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	qualifications as uniform as possible!. If a continuous roll
	Ufis to be adopted in Manitoba then we would suggest that full advantage be taken of it to allow absentee and postal voting so that as many electors as possible have the opportunity to exercise their franchise. s Having stated that a continuous roll would be feasible in Manitoba, albeit at some cost in accuracy and at no small expense, and that it would indeed reduce the election period
	-
	n 

	be by some 10-14 days, we turn to the question of whether it would be worth the effort. In our opinion, the answer is no. 
	rt 

	10n 
	If a high level of completemess in voter registration is to be a key consideration and if the onus of securing registration of the voter is to be shared between the voter and the state,, then compulsory registration s:eems unavoidable. The experience of the United States (and other countries) has shown the utter hopelessness of expecting a high level of registration where the onus to register is on the voter and is voluntary. Even compulsory re,gistration, it seems, will not obviate the need for such other
	nk 
	would be amplified by the realization that it was being done 
	is simply to obtain a shorter campaign period for the election. pal ing The creation of a central, computerized list of 
	t, 
	all citizens, maintained through access to the information ns stored by other government departments and agencies would be 
	an immensely useful and powerful tool in the hands of any government:, and especially in the hands of a government, or even a bureaucracy intent on implementing its policy through· coercion and manipulation. No matter what legislative and administrative controls were applied there would still be 
	opportunity for the invasion of privacy. We believe that nothing should be done which might in any way increase government intrusion into the private lives of individuals. 
	Enumeration may be an administrative nightmare for the Chief Electoral Officer and his present, almost nonexistent staff, but it is relatively cheap and accurate, and when all is said and done, remarkably speedy. It is also intensely political in that it induces community participation, and this, we think, is a good thing. Perhaps the use of only one enumerator in each polling division is an invitation to the manipulation of list.s, but this could be cured by the adoption of the federal system of using two
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	much to be said for longer campaign periods, in terms of the political interest and awareness gene!rated in a population that at times tends to be somewhat apathetic in its participation
	h 
	in democracy. If people can go into polling booths on election day after one of our "long" campaigns without even knowing
	be 
	who the candidates are in their ridings, then an even shorter campaign is hardly going to improve their democratic participation. 
	We suspect that much of the, complaining is rooted 
	r 
	in the heavy drain on financial resources caused by saturation advertising campaigns, a phenome,non which could be
	d 
	appreciably eased by the introduction of reasonable and 
	Figure
	enforceable election expense laws. As for the public we perceive little or no popular resentment over the length of Manitoba elections. When the balance, sheet is drawn on the 
	advantages and disadvantages of our present enumeration system and its most likely rival, the! continuous roll, we are compelled to recommend that the emumeration procedure be retained in Manitoba as the voter registration system most 
	in tune with our democratic process as a whole. 
	v. IMPROVING THE ENUMERATION OF VOTERS 
	One of the features of enUtmeration at the federal level which might be of benefit in Manitoba for provincial elections is the employment of dual enumerators. The two enumerators who conduct the enumeration owe their respective 
	Figure
	appointment to two different sources. One is designated by
	is 
	the ·victorious candidate (or Party) in the previous election, and the other is designated by the runner-up candidate (or 
	Party). For obvious reasons, they are more likely to perform 
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	a thoroU<;i-h, indefatigable enumeration than a sole enumerator. The dual system is one element in obtaining accuracy but it does double the remuneration cost component. 
	To give an idea of the likely cost of adopting the dual enumerator system, one could cite costs incurred in the 1977 general election in Manitoba. These are not fixed by detailed statutory provision but are established by Orderfor each election. In any event, according to information received from the office of the Chief Electoral Officer, for t he last general election E:!numerators' fees and costs were: 
	in-Counc.il 

	Urban enumerators 
	Urban enumerators 
	Urban enumerators 
	(Winnipeg only) 
	$ 
	90,694 . 99 

	Rural enumerators 
	Rural enumerators 
	92,849.71 

	Total 
	Total 
	$183,544.70 


	or approximately 30¢ per eligible voter. A comparison of other Canadian jurisdictions would also indicate that Manitoba has one of the lowest, if not the lowest fe•:! schedules for enumerators. Whatever fees and costs may be set for forthcoming elections, they are unlikely to be less than the above at least in the foreseeable future. As mentioned, teams of two enumerators would create a doubled expense total. 
	We also understand that it is no easy task at present 
	to recruit the required nurnher of enumerators so that adopting 
	a dual enumerator system could present an enormous task of 
	recruitment in the limited time available. we have no evidence of singl,e enumerators deliberately distorting the lists, although, of course, the possibility does exist especially since en1wnerators, like other election officials, are generally 
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	r-. 
	r
	-

	ther 
	s 
	ng east e-
	sent ing 
	ence 
	ally 
	appointed from the ranks of sympathizers of the party in power. Howeveir, in the absence of any evidence of distortion of the electo:ral lists and bearing in mind the doubling of the costs which, as already stated,have increased dramatically, we recommEmd that enumeration continue to be conducted by a single enumerator. 
	We considered one other feature of the federal enumeration process, namely the provision of a copy of the electoral list for a polling subdivision to each household within the polling division. This again is an aid to accuracy but only if those persons in each household who are eligible voters bother to read the list and check for inaccuracies .. At present in Manitoba, the lists are posted up in some conspicuous place in the polling division, such as on a telephone pole or in some public building, a proc
	We are informed that the call-back cards have been used on an experimental basis in Manitoba with considerable success: . Such cards should be left at dwelling units where, after ait least two visits -one day-time and one evening 
	-

	the enumerator is unable to secure the necessary information. In essence the card would simply notify the occupant to contact the enumerator in order to be recorded in the list of electors for the polling division. In addition, we would aiso recommend that there be a fair-sized advertisement in the daily and local newspapers circulating in the district advising the habitants whom to contact in order to be recorded on the list of electors. 
	Lest there be any doubt about the enumerators' right of access to all dwelling units such as apartment blocks with controlled access lobbies, universities' or nurses' residences or rooming houses, we recommend that the enumerators' right of access to such dwellings be expressed in legislation. We wish to point out that such a right does exist for candidates or their authorized represenatives for the purpose c,f canvassing or distributing election material under 
	~ection 916 of " The Landlord and Tenant A.ct" , C.C.S.M. c. L70. 
	A recurrent problem with the printing of lists of electors is the time it takes to have type set and obtain copies oi: the printed lists. The lists are of crucial importance to all concerned: to those charged with the administration of the election; to those concerned with the necessary revisions; and to the candidates and their election workers. A faster and less expensive me!thod of producing the lists is to be encouraged, if possible. Both the federal and Ontario Chief Electoral Officers, as we are infor
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	n. it would permit the returning officer in each electoral divi
	sion to provide photocopies of the "official" list for the of candidates, even before the printing has begun and thereby iso enabl◄:! them to check for any inaccuracies. We recommend aily that 1:!lectoral lists be printed by photo-offset taken directly he from the enumerators' typed copy. 
	st The process of revision of the lists of electors is described in sections 23 to and including 27 of "The Election ght Act" . In urban areas the returning officer sets two days for revision in the most convenient and central suitable builoing in th1: electoral division, while in rural areas revision is to be held one day each at two different central and conveis-nier.t places. For the purposes of rural revision, the electoral division is to be divided into revision districts, each encompassing a number o
	0. to be the second day before nomination day, unless it is a holiday. (Of course, under section 76 it is still possible for a person whose name has been omitted from the voters' list, to vote while the polls are op1:!n if such person be vouched for by an already listed ele,ctor in the electoral division.) 
	We believe that this process could be improved · to accord greater public access to proper revision, to diminish
	.on 

	:he 
	paper work and simplify and clarify the procedures. A perusal
	md 
	of the above-mentioned sections of the Act convinces us that 
	some of their technical complexities are outdated, and the 
	process could be reformed with good effect. We recommend: 
	That revision should be held fo:r two full days in all locations (rather than one day at each location in rural electoral divisions); 
	m 

	That the dividing of electoral divisions into revision districts should be abandoned in favour of 
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	authorizing all revising officers to process all enquiries directed to their office regardless of polling subdivisions, such that in rural areas each revising officer should be authorized to revise any portion of the list for the electoral division; 
	'l'hat larger and more informative, notices regarding revision should be formulated fc,r posting by the enumerators; and 
	'l'hat the returning officer should be empowered to continue revising the list after formal revision, if and as needed, until five days before polling day. 
	In December 1977 the Canada. Elections Act was amendeid to repeal the requirement with regard to federal elections that the occupation of an elector be shown on the list next to his name . The Chief Ele?ctoral Officer of Canada, in his 1979 Statutory Report states : 
	JCn addition to being extremely well received by 
	the population, this amendment has made it 
	possible to adopt a new format for the printed 
	preliminary lists of electors. As a result, 
	the preliminary lists of electors could be 
	printed much more rapidly than ig the past and 
	at a substantially reduced cost. 
	We would recommend the repeal of this requirement in Manitoba and on the basis of the above ~eport believe that this would result in the preliminary lists of electors being prinb~d more quickly and at a greatly reduced cost. We also note that in this province the enumexators had to designate StalX of the elector and we believe that this practice should be discontinued. 
	the 

	SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 
	For ease of reference, the Commission's recommen
	dations are summarized as follows: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	That the enumeration procedure be retained in Manitoba as the voter registration system most in tune with our democratic process as a whole. 

	2. 
	2. 
	That enumeration continue to be conducted by a single enumerator. 

	3. 
	3. 
	That call-back cards be instituted as a permanent part of the, enumeration procedure. 

	4. 
	4. 
	That advertisements be placed in daily and local newspapers advising habitants whom to con.tact in order to ensure! being recorded on the electoral list. 

	5. 
	5. 
	That emumerators' right of access to dwelling units such a.s apartment blocks, universi tiE~s' or nurses' residences or rooming houses, be expressed in the legislation. 

	6. 
	6. 
	That electoral lists be printed by photo off-set taken directly from the enumerators' typed copy. 

	7. 
	7. 
	That revision should be held for two full days in all locations (rather than one day at each location in rural electoral divisions). 

	8. 
	8. 
	That the dividing of electoral divisions into revision districts should be abandoned in favour of authorizing all revising officers to process all enquiries directed to their office regardless of pollin9 subdivisions, such that in rural areas each revisiing officer should be authorized to revise any portion of the list for the electoral division. 

	9. 
	9. 
	9. 
	That larger and more informative notices regarding 

	revision should be formulated for po:sting by the enumerators. 

	10. 
	10. 
	That the returning officer should be empowered to continue revising the list after formal revision, if and as needed, until five days befor«:! polling day. 


	11. 
	11. 
	11. 
	{a) 
	That the 
	requirement that occupation of 
	an 
	elector 

	TR
	be 
	shown 
	on 
	the 
	list next 
	to his 
	name 
	be abolished. 

	TR
	{b) 
	That the practice of designating the 
	sex of the 

	TR
	elector be discontinued. 


	This is a report pursuant to s.ection 5 (3) of "The Law Reform Commission Act", dated this 2:6th day of November 1979. 
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